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BREAKING NEWS !!
- THE RESET THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL/DIGITAL REVOLUTION
Launch of the Lumi Currency
On 22 September 2020, at the Royal Summit of
Her Imperial Majesty, Queen Sheba III entitled the « 4th
Industrial/Digital Revolution – The Reset », Chief,
Honourable Timothy McPherson (Ra Semako) heading
the Economic Community of the 6th Region (ECO-6) and
Dr. Louis Georges-Tin, the Prime Minister of the State of
the African Diaspora, jointly announced the launch of
the LUMI currency being the currency of ECO-6 and the
currency for the State of the African Diaspora.

The LUMI is the official currency of the town of Accompong, in the Sovereign Territory of
the Maroons on the Island of Jamaica where ECO-6 and The State of the African Diaspora have
their official siege. The LUMI from the word LUMINOUS symbolising the Sun (Ra), is backed by
solar and renewable energy.
The Announcement of Chief Timothy McPherson of ECO-6 and The Prime Minister of the
State of the African Diaspora is as follows :-

- THE RESET THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL/DIGITAL REVOLUTION
Launch of the New Lumi Currency
South Africa, 18-22 September 2020
In light of this most profound and glorious Summit, the relevance and timing of which has been
extraordinary. We have seen the alignment of synergies that has occurred during the course of
this Summit and the importance and relevance of these synergies attached to The Great Reset.
Never before in the history as African peoples’ has such a Reset been necessary to achieve the
social, economic and cultural freedom, liberation and upliftment of the African global family.
With the new inauguration of the new Crown Councils and the Crown Council of the Global
Diaspora Nation, the RESET has commenced.
In this context, we as the Economic Community of States, Territories and Realms of the African
Diaspora Sixth Region (ECO-6) and the State of the African Diaspora in unity, solidarity and to
implement the Global Diaspora Nations integration back into the Kingdoms, we together, on this
most prestigious and Royal occasion declare that :


The LUMI is the official Currency of ECO-6 and of the SoAD and is based on solar energy.
The LUMI from the word LUMINOUS symbolising the Sun, is backed by solar energy. This
will contribute to our Pan-african climate change initiative and the development of
sustainable energy throughout the region



The LUMI is underwritten by 100KWh of solar energy and convertible to 4 grains of gold.
4 grains of gold in weight equals 0.2592 grams. The current value for 1 LUMI is US$15.96.



The Pan-African Kingdoms Bank will be created to facilitate an All African Stimulus
for Health, Environment and the Economy (« ASE ») and will be provided to all the
members of the Diaspora nations, territories and realms and the Kingdoms and territories
of Africa.



The funding will be $6,000,000,000,000 ($6 trillion) delivered in the official currency of
the African Diaspora, the LUMI, the digital currency of Accompong, Jamaica, where both
SOAD and ECO-6 have their siege.



Annual funds to be issued: $1,200 per year per person. The total funding per month will
be $100 per month/per person over the age of 18.



Funds to be issued: $100 per month, per adult person 18 years and above. That is a value
of LUMI 6.26. It will be issued to all Africans on the continent and in the Diaspora over a
period of 3 years (totalling $1200 per year).
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The first issuance of funds will be : October 1, 2020. The last issuance of funds will be
October 1, 2023.



Funds will also be available to support the development of the Kingdoms and territories
of Africa and the Diaspora



The funds will be used in priority to stimulate the Pan-African economy of training
entrpreneurship, skills development, business, healthcare, social economic growth, goods
and services.

-------------------------At the end of the Announcement –
Her Imperial Majesty, the Queen of Sheba III, Throne Imperial Head of the African Kingdoms
Federation of South Kingdoms stated :
‘’ This is such a great and incredible day in our history as Africa and its Diaspora. The

African Union recognised Africa as having 6 Regions. That of East Africa States, West
Africa States, North African States, Southern Africa States, Central Africa States and
the Diaspora Territories, Nation and States as the African Union 6th Region.
As such the LUMI is the Currency of that 6th Region and so recognised and in use in
Jamaica that is a part of the African Union 6th Region. As an integral part of the
community and first–born of the Thrones of Thrones within the region of the lines of
Continental Africa, I am so very proud of the Economic Community of the African
Diaspora 6th Region (ECO-6) and Government of the State Of The African Diaspora
(SoAD), with the creation of the LUMI with respect to Africa’s needs as we enter this
new time and reality of the 4th Industrial Revolution and Reset in start.
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd Revolution saw Africa in many ways left behind, we cannot with
this 4th, because we as all humanity are in the middle of its path and course, and we
cannot change that course put in place by mankind’s choices!
Therefore what is being discussed is not just the FIRST Pan-African Currency but our
Freedom to be and do better as the 6th Region of the African Union with the LUMI,
and the expansion of its uses within the our African Union family nations community
and African Kingdoms.
This, towards nation building in warp speed, for we will need that in warp speed ! Not
just to catch up but to surpass the expectations, as Africa. The LUMI empowers us in
this new reality to make better and great choices for the care and development of Africa.
It empowers us in this time as the 6th Economic Region to facilitate the needed financial
stimulus to save African lives in this global pandemic.
It empowers us with the economic freedom to say truly Yes, when we mean Yes, and
our No as No when we mean No, and the compromise of our dignity for our needs by
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the hand of any other. It empowers us, and our respect and dignity as a Sovereign People
of Sovereign Nations and its Kingdoms in chart of our future, and our survival in this
time in history, as never before!
I am in full agreement with the concept of this currency, and frankly we need it at this
time, and correctly and quickly in place, to see to the African people suffering under
this Pandemic.
We have with the LUMI our own monetary currency, which we inaugurated the Crown
Councils and Crown Parliament of the Kingdoms Community working in unity for the
greater good or our people, our Kingdoms, our Nations and our Governments hand in
hand as Africa.
So let us chart the plans to see to the support of all the 6 Regions, with the desperately
needed 100 USD equivalent LUMI stimulus for each African over the age of 18, in a
practical way, in par with training so we are not building a welfare State whilst saving
that very state as our responsibility as the Thrones of the Kingdoms and the Kingdom
of the 6th Region and the Government of State of the African Diaspora.
To His Excellency the Prime Minister, Louis-Georges Tin, Her Excellency The VicePrime-Minister, Keturah Amoako and to the Honourable Minister Of Finance, Chief
Timothy McPherson of the Economic Community of the African Diaspora 6th Region
(ECO-6), my support, respect and compliments to you !
Chief Timothy also commented :
‘’The LUMI marks a reset of currency ; a reset of energy ; a reset in digital technology ; a
reset of knowledge expertise culture and mutual co-operation between Africa and the
Diaspora ; and a reset of Africa and the Diaspora’s position on the global stage’’.
The Prime Minister, Dr. Louis-Georges Tin commented :
"The lumi is essential to our sovereignty. It is our pride, our strength and our future"
Keturah Amoako, the Vice Prime Minster and Minister of Repatriation of the State of the African
Diaspora commented :
‘’We have been waiting for this moment for a very very long time, the LUMI is the light a
beacon which will lead us to economic empowerment, upliftment and for sure a sense of
pride and dignity. With the African Kingdoms and the African Diaspora integrated this is
the ultimate unity and Pan-Africanism at its finest !’’
www.stateofafricandiaspora.com
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